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Ghost cytometry (GC) performs a direct analysis of compressive imaging waveforms and thereby substantially relieves the computational bottleneck hindering the
realization of high-throughput cytometry based on morphological information (1). The comments by Di Carlo et al. argue against a number of our conclusions (2), but given the
restricted length allowed for this response, we will address
what we consider the most important points.
As a response to the request in (2) for more information
regarding the image reconstruction capability of GC, we
provide results of image acquisition and its analysis in a
high-speed “imaging” mode. As shown in Fig. 1A, we performed motion-driven compressive sensing of 600 fluorescent beads, consisting of 300 each of two different sizes and
intensities, which were hydrodynamically focused in flow.
The acquired waveforms were processed to build a library of
reconstructed images, from which singlet bead images were
analyzed to determine bead diameter and total fluorescence
intensity. Histograms (Fig. 1B) of both the diameter and
fluorescence intensity produce a characteristic bimodal distribution with peaks at the expected diameters and intensities, confirming the capability of GC to perform image
reconstruction–based analysis. Comparison of these histograms with those of forward scatter and total fluorescence
intensity measurements of the same bead samples using a
standard flow cytometer (Fig. 1C), gated to include only singlets, shows consistency.
As to the sensitivity of the ghost imaging in flow, we
performed peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) measurements
of fluorescent beads in the same polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) device used in the paper (1). For two example
reconstructed bead images, using a reference bead image
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taken by a conventional microscope, we obtained moderately good PSNRs of 28.8 dB and 29.0 dB (Fig. 1D). It is also
noteworthy that, in general, image reconstruction in compressive sensing is computationally costly, and image qualities are affected by calibration errors rather than the
theoretical limit. GC bypasses both of these issues by using
machine learning directly on the acquired waveform. To
further clarify the remark on the performance metrics (2),
we mentioned the PSNR of the non-flow demonstration
within the introduction of a new imaging method in the
paper (1), not as the overall performance of the integrated
flow systems.
Regarding the separable clustering of MCF-7 and MIA
PaCa-2 cells in the scatterplot of waveform length and peak
intensity, we acknowledge that feature extraction from our
GC waveforms can be helpful in classification of cells, especially if there is a priori knowledge of their critical characteristics. The same can be said of feature extraction from
two-dimensional (2D) images. However, in both cases limiting the analysis to only one or two data features results in
only partial usage of the available information. Analysis using the entirety of the morphological information encoded
in the compressive signal improves classification performance relative to analysis based solely on waveform width
and peak intensity. In the case of MCF-7 and MIA PaCa-2
cells, using the same dataset used in figure 4D of (1), the
area under the curve (AUC) obtained for the waveformbased analysis showed superior performance of 0.971,
whereas that for the two-feature–based analysis was 0.935
[receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of each is
shown in Fig. 2A]. Furthermore, to control for differences in
waveform length or height due to cell size or velocity, we
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Di Carlo et al. comment that our original results were insufficient to prove that the ghost cytometry
technique is performing a morphologic analysis of cells in flow. We emphasize that the technique is
primarily intended to acquire and classify morphological information of cells in a computationally efficient
manner without reconstructing images. We provide additional supporting information, including images
reconstructed from the compressive waveforms and a discussion of current and future throughput
potentials.
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throughput, potentially even without image reconstruction.
We lastly answer the question “Why were so few cells analyzed?” We analyzed only a part of the sorted cell solutions
to reduce the time required for measurements and adjusted
the total amount of cell data in the histograms so that the
number of positive cells before and after sorting appears
equivalent.
Even in standard 2D or 3D microscopy, machine learning classifiers may be relying on simple features such as
particle size or intensity, or recognizing features that are
inconspicuous to the human eye. Our approach takes advantage of the ability of machine learning to recognize indistinct features for classifying cells upon an imaging
modality incomprehensible to humans. We believe that the
importance of using modalities that classify cells on the basis of the most differentiating, rather than the most humansuitable, information will be acknowledged not only in imaging flow cytometry but in wider areas of science (11, 12)
and will rapidly disseminate. Further evidence supporting
the image-free approach for morphologic analysis and answers to other questions raised by Di Carlo et al. (2) can be
found in other reports (13, 14).
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repeated the support vector machine (SVM) analysis using a
restricted data set consisting of only the cells with similar
values of both waveform width and height (Fig. 2B, red rectangle). Critically, the AUC for the waveform-based analysis
of cells with similar waveform width and height was 0.930,
whereas that for the two-feature–based analysis was only
0.626 (Fig. 2C). This result supports the conclusion that GC
performs classification based on the detailed morphological
features encoded in the waveform.
Regarding throughput, as described in the paper (1), we
evidently calculated the throughput as a speed of flowdriven transfer of image information from cells to an analysis system, that is, the inverse of the width of the signal
waveform from a single cell: throughput = 1/[width of signal
(s per cell)] = flow speed (m/s)/[cell size + illumination
length (m per cell)]; 1/100 µs per cell ≈ 10,000 cells/s and
1/300 µs per cell ≈ 3000 cells/s. This assumes an ideal condition wherein the cell-cell interval is maintained constant
(3, 4) and is equal to the cell size plus the length of the illumination field. This definition, or its equivalent in different
contexts, is commonly accepted in cytometry and imaging
cytometry (5–8) and represents the maximum possible
throughput of the system under an assumption of observing
a single cell at a time. In our work (1), we introduced a novel
imaging technique driven by the motion of objects and,
therein, its acquisition speed, which is governed by the flowing speed of objects, limits the throughput of the entire system. Therefore, we reasonably adopted the throughput
definition based on the flow-governed acquisition speed of
image information throughout all the analysis.
Nonetheless, we acknowledge that the random spacing
of cells entering the analytical region limits the “throughput” suggested by Di Carlo et al. as the input cell rate minus
the abort rate [“throughput” does not necessarily exclude
the abort rate (9, 10)]. In the sorting experiment in figure 5
of (1), the input cell rate was adjusted one order of magnitude lower than the throughput defined by the acquisition
speed to prevent the overlap of waveforms. Integrating
powerful fluidic cell-ordering techniques holds great potential to directly overcome this issue (3, 4). Meanwhile, the
structured illumination in the current embodiment is designed specifically to be long enough to facilitate image reconstruction for the purpose of demonstrating the
principles of the technique. In future embodiments of GC
optimized for morphologic analysis without the need for
image reconstruction, the waveform length can be substantially reduced and the coincidence abort rate can be subsequently decreased. In addition, in the case where more than
a single object enters the illumination at once, the multiple
objects in an image can be recovered as shown in figure 2 of
(1) and thus possibly can be analyzed individually. This indicates that overlapped waveforms do not necessarily limit
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Fig. 1. Fluorescence image reconstruction and analysis in flow implementations of ghost cytometry. (A) Pairs of
an example compressive waveform generated from fluorescent beads in high-speed flow at a temporal width of <100
μs, and its reconstructed image (cropped after reconstruction). Left and right panels were obtained from different
kinds of fluorescent beads [fluorescent yellow particles (FP-7052-2 and FP-10052-2, Spherotech) with mean
diameters of 7.4 μm and 10.2 μm, respectively]. (B) Left and right panels are histograms of bead diameter and total
fluorescence intensity, respectively, obtained from a library of reconstructed single-bead images for the same kinds of
beads as in (A), clearly showing the capability of analysis based on the reconstructed images. After cropping the
reconstructed images into a size of 32 by 32 pixels, the diameters and total intensities were calculated by applying
Canny edge detection and integrating the cropped images, respectively. (C) Left and right panels are histograms of
forward scattering and fluorescence intensity, respectively, for the same kinds of beads as in (B) obtained by using a
commercial flow cytometer (JSAN, Bay Bioscience). The consistency between the histograms in (B) and (C) confirms
the imaging capability of GC. (D) Top: Example compressive waveforms from fluorescent beads (FP-7052-2) flowing
through a PDMS microfluidic device and their reconstructed images (cropped after reconstruction). The flow speed
was slowed down in consideration of the stability of the PDMS device. Bottom: A fluorescence image taken by a
conventional microscope (Olympus), used as a reference for calculating PSNRs. The image of the reference bead was
taken on a slide glass with a 20× objective (UPLSAPO 20×, Olympus) and an arrayed pixel camera (ZWO ASI1600MM).
The PSNRs were calculated with images adjusted to scale, cropped to 134 by 134 pixels, and normalized with respect
to intensity. All scale bars, 5 μm.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of classification results of cells using different features of the waveforms. (A) ROC curves
when classifying MCF-7 and MIA PaCa-2 cells using GC waveforms directly and two features of peak height and
width extracted from the waveforms for the same dataset as in figure 4C of (1). With the same training and testing
conditions as in (1), the AUC for each was 0.971 and 0.935, respectively, showing that the former performs
classification of the cells using more information than the two features. (B) Scatterplot showing the GC waveform
height and width distributions of MCF-7 and MIA PaCa-2 cells for the test data set in (A). The red rectangle shows
an area where the populations of the MCF-7 and MIA PaCa-2 cells overlap, of which cells were used for
classifications in (C). (C) ROC curves using the same training dataset as in (A), but performing classification of only
the cells inside the red rectangle in (B); 577 MCF-7 and 524 MIA PaCa-2 cells were used to test the classifier. In the
region where the height and width of the GC waveforms are similar, the AUC of the two-feature–based classification
dropped to 0.626, whereas the AUC of the whole waveform–based classification robustly remained at a high value
of 0.930. These results support the idea that GC performs classification using morphological features included in
the waveform more than only the size, fluorescence intensity, or speed of the cells, which appear in the height and
width of the waveform.
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